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Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology is advancing at a rapid pace and is increasingly integrated into many areas of our life and work. It is crucial that we explore its potential impact on veterinary medicine, the veterinary workforce and animal welfare. From veterinary education to diagnostics, treatment, communications and workflows, AI impacts ever more in breadth and depth across the veterinary industry. This has important implications for animal health and welfare, and the working life and wellbeing of veterinary teams.

At VetCT, we strongly believe that the integration of AI tools into veterinary medicine has the potential to transform our industry and greatly benefit animal welfare. This white paper is designed to provide foundational understanding, explore current AI trends and developments across the sector, and encourage discussion and engagement with the many opportunities and challenges this technology presents.

**Background:**
Since its early development in the 1950s, AI has been successfully deployed across many global sectors, from data intelligence to automation tools. While many tools are already integrated into our daily lives, there is also enormous potential for AI to contribute to solving many of the present and future global challenges we face.

From research outputs and operational efficiencies and improving sustainability, to education, easing workforce strain and improving patient care, AI can provide time savings and insights wherever data exists to train, refine and query the AI models. With ever more complex ‘deep learning’, the non-human ‘brain’ provides an alternative, multi-layered neural network through which data can be analyzed and interpreted; AI thinks, but differently to us.

However, where there is opportunity there is also risk of misuse, misapplication and misinformation. A chasm exists between understanding and regulation of AI and development, deployment and commercialization of these technologies. As the pace of change accelerates, this gap is getting ever wider. Where technology icons such as Elon Musk and Geoffrey Hinton are respectively advising caution and even expressing regret for the way general AI is developing; it sends a clear message that we need to ensure we are proactive in safeguarding against any negative impact on human and animal welfare.
What does all of this mean for the veterinary industry?
Unlike the highly regulated field of medical device development (including AI) in human medicine, there is currently no regulatory framework governing the development and implementation of AI tools in veterinary medicine. We need to recognize the importance of caution and responsibility when introducing such powerful technology that can impact both human and animal welfare. Therefore, it is our duty as veterinary professionals to hold ourselves accountable for ensuring the safety, accuracy, and reliability of any AI tools we develop or deploy.

In a field open to misinterpretation of data, even adversarially so, data transparency and use are key to successful outcomes. Deliberate manipulation of data can fool AI tools, such as a group from Massachusetts Institute of Technology demonstrating that image perturbations that the human eye perceives as minor alterations fooled an AI tool to misidentify an image of a tabby cat as having a higher probability of being guacamole. While this is an amusing example, it begs the very serious question of what happens when the camera on a self-driving car becomes obscured leading to misinterpretation of blurred images of pedestrians?

There is a need to extend an evidence-based approach to AI development, coupled with transparency, ongoing quality assurance and risk:benefit analysis of use. We believe that AI tools should only be deployed in clinical practice once they have been fully validated, and that they should be continually monitored in clinical application following initial validation. In addition, it is vital that clear guidance and guardrails for optimal application of such tools is provided to veterinary professionals, decloaking the black box of AI mystery to ensure understanding and provide clear instruction of its data use, design, indications and limitations. This is vital to instil confidence and trust in AI technology, as only then will we realize its potential to solve more problems that it creates.
**VetCT’s position**

As global leaders in veterinary radiology, a field of particularly rapid AI development, VetCT is committed to collaborating with stakeholders, both within and beyond the veterinary profession, to develop innovative and effective AI tools to improve workflows and for clinical applications. We also believe we have a responsibility to provide education on the safe and appropriate implementation of AI technology, while contributing to the discussion around proactive regulation to safeguard animal welfare. Further information can be found in the VetCT Position Statement on AI in Veterinary Radiology on the website.¹

We are excited about the potential of AI in veterinary medicine, and committed to exploring this technology in a responsible and meaningful way. As we will discuss, the true power of AI lies in augmenting human intelligence, with the combination of natural and artificial intelligence being greater than the sum of its parts. We believe that the integration of AI tools in veterinary medicine will be a fundamental innovation in our industry, and we look forward to contributing to its development and implementation.

¹ [https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-65110030](https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-65110030)


History & Terminology

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been a subject of intrigue, debate, and fascination for centuries. From ancient Greek myths to Alan Turing’s groundbreaking work in the 20th century, the idea of creating machines that can think and learn has captivated the human imagination.

Curiosity has often been balanced with uncertainty as we struggle to visualise how AI will impact our lives, both individually and socially. We may be ready to welcome AI empowered tools, yet anxious about how they impact our working and personal lives and how we might identify and mitigate the mistakes that are almost inevitable when introducing any new technology. How can we begin to fathom the impact of a technology that ‘thinks’, but not like us?

*To foster trust in AI technology we must first lay the foundation of understanding.*

AI terminology and methodology
Terminology in AI includes the types of algorithms such as machine learning, deep learning, natural language processing, and computer vision. Methodologies in the mechanisms used to train the AI models with large amounts of data to enable them to make decisions and predictions.

**Terminology:**
- **Artificial Intelligence (AI):** Refers to the simulation of human intelligence in machines designed to perform tasks that typically require human intelligence such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-making, and language translation.
- **Machine Learning (ML):** A subfield of AI that involves building models that can learn from data, without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning algorithms can improve their accuracy over time with more data and feedback.
- **Deep Learning (DL):** A type of machine learning that uses artificial neural networks to model and solve complex problems, such as image and speech recognition.
- **Natural Language Processing (NLP):** A subfield of AI concerned with enabling computers to process, understand, and generate human language.
- **Natural Language Generation (NLG):** A subfield of NLP that involves generating human-like text from structured data. NLG is commonly used for tasks such as chatbots, automated writing, and content generation.
- **Computer Vision:** The field of AI that deals with enabling computers to interpret and understand visual information from the world, such as images and videos.
Methodologies:

- **Large Language Models (LLM):** A large language model (LLM) is a type of machine learning model that can perform a variety of natural language processing (NLP) tasks, including generating and classifying text, answering questions in a conversational manner and translating text from one language to another.

- **Artificial Neural Networks (ANN):** Machine learning models inspired by the structure and function of the human brain. ANN models consist of layers of interconnected nodes, or “neurons,” that process and transmit information between them.

- **Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN):** A type of ANN that is particularly well-suited for image and video recognition tasks. CNN models use convolutional layers to extract features from images and classify them.

- **Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN):** Another type of ANN that is designed to handle sequential data, such as text or time-series data. RNN models use feedback loops to enable the output of one time step to be fed back into the input of the next time step.

- **Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM):** A type of RNN that is designed to handle long-term dependencies in sequential data. LSTM models use memory cells and gating mechanisms to selectively store and forget information over time.

- **Support Vector Machines (SVM):** A supervised learning algorithm that is commonly used for classification and regression tasks. SVM models find the optimal hyperplane that separates data into different classes.

- **Decision Trees:** A type of supervised learning algorithm that is used for both classification and regression tasks. Decision tree models recursively partition data into subsets based on the values of input features, and make predictions based on these partitions.

- **Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs):** Deep learning algorithms that are used for generative tasks such as image and text synthesis. GANs consist of two neural networks, a generator network that creates fake data, and a discriminator network that distinguishes between real and fake data.

- **Transfer Learning:** Refers to a machine learning technique that involves using pre-trained models as a starting point for training new models. Transfer learning can save time and resources by leveraging the knowledge and expertise of existing models.

- **Reinforcement Learning:** This is a type of machine learning that involves training agents to interact with an environment and learn from feedback in the form of rewards or punishments. Reinforcement learning is commonly used for tasks such as game playing and robotics.

- **Bayesian Networks:** A probabilistic graphical model that represents the relationships between variables and their probabilities. Bayesian networks are commonly used for tasks such as prediction and decision-making.
The history of AI
The history of AI can be traced back to ancient civilizations, where myths and legends about artificial beings and automatons were prevalent. The concept of intelligent machines was further explored by philosophers, mathematicians, and scientists over the centuries. In the 17th century, philosopher and mathematician René Descartes laid the foundations of the theory that complex cognitive function could be explained by mathematics and mechanics.¹

The 20th century witnessed the emergence of modern AI, with British mathematician and computer scientist Alan Turing leading the charge inspired by Descartes theories. Turing’s 1950 paper, “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,” introduced the Turing Test, a method to determine whether a machine could exhibit intelligent behavior indistinguishable from that of a human.²

The 1940s - 1960s saw work on the mathematical representation of a single neuron, known as a Perceptron, which was implemented algorithmically by Rosenblatt in 1958.

This is a key early step in the development of AI.³

In the 1960s, researchers began to explore the idea of machine learning - the process by which computers can learn from data and improve over time. The concept of artificial neural networks gained traction during the 1980s, with back-propagation algorithms emerging as a crucial breakthrough for training multi-layered networks.

Following a couple of decades of relative stagnation as internet usage and capability developed, the 21st century is now seeing the rise of deep learning, a subset of machine learning that uses artificial neural networks with many layers to model complex data patterns. This work was led by three pioneers dubbed the “Godfathers of modern AI and Deep Learning” - Geoffrey Hinton, Yann LeCun and Joshua Bengio.
The exponential increase in AI in the region of 2010 can be attributed to several factors, including:

- **Advancements in hardware:** The widespread availability of high-performance GPUs (graphics processing units) and other specialized hardware made it possible to train more complex AI models.
- **Increased data availability:** The massive amounts of data generated by the internet and other sources provided a wealth of information that AI models could use to learn.
- **Improved algorithms:** Researchers developed new algorithms and network architectures that were more effective at training AI models, such as deep learning and reinforcement learning.
- **Interdisciplinary research:** The growth of AI was driven by collaboration between researchers in a wide range of fields, including computer science, mathematics, physics, and psychology.
- **Industry investment:** Companies such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon, and others invested heavily in AI research and development, providing funding and resources to support the growth of the field.

This all led to significant advancements in AI capabilities, particularly in areas such as image and speech recognition, natural language processing, and reinforcement learning.

AI has evolved into a transformative force in modern society. As we continue to push the boundaries of AI research and applications, the potential for AI to revolutionize various aspects of human life becomes increasingly apparent.
History of AI in veterinary medicine
The history of AI in veterinary medicine is relatively short, however, there have been a number of notable developments and applications of AI in veterinary medicine in recent years.

There has been increasing interest and development of machine learning algorithms that can be trained on large sets of data to make predictions and diagnose diseases. These systems have been used in veterinary medicine to predict, diagnose and treat a variety of animal diseases, such as diagnosis of intestinal parasites.⁵

AI is also being applied in veterinary medicine in motion analysis. Examples include AI motion analysis to identify lameness straight from video with Sleip⁶, and the estimation of postural behaviors using remote 2D and 3D markers, such as DeepCutLab⁷. Veterinary radiology is an interesting field of rapid AI development due to the availability of large digital data sources. We will discuss radiology in a later section.

At a population level, there is potential to apply AI to predictive epidemiology and the study of host-pathogen interactions in animal health. AI may be able to represent, model and predict outcomes in complex biological systems, speeding-up decisions and improving accuracy in risk analyses, informing better targeting of interventions.⁸
A timely example was highlighted in a systematic review of AI employed during the Covid pandemic highlighted its utility in achieving high performance in diagnosis, prognosis evaluation, epidemic prediction and drug discovery for COVID-19. The authors concluded that AI has the potential to enhance significantly existing medical and healthcare system efficiency during the COVID-19 pandemic.⁹

Overall, the use of AI in veterinary medicine is still in its early stages, but used wisely it has the potential to revolutionize the field, support veterinary teams and improve the health of animals, as we go on to discuss next.

---

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ren%C3%A9_Descartes
3. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perceptron
5. https://www.vetscanimagyst.co.uk/HowItWorks.aspx#performance
Artificial intelligence (AI) is being increasingly used in both human and veterinary medicine to improve patient outcomes and streamline healthcare delivery.

The first instances of AI in veterinary medicine emerged in the form of rule-based expert systems in the 1980s, which were designed to assist veterinarians in diagnosing specific diseases and conditions.

Following trends in human medicine, in recent years there has been an increase in the use of machine learning algorithms in veterinary medicine. These algorithms can be trained on large sets of data to generate models capable of making predictions and diagnosing diseases. AI can be employed where any data sets exist. In veterinary medicine, data sets include:

- **Visual and audio data** including vocalizations, diagnostic images, cytology and histology samples, and images of skin lesions etc.
- **Health data** e.g. heart rate, blood glucose, body weight, often collected through wearable devices.
- **Language data** written or audio information, including clinical notes, website copy, social media content, listening devices such as Apple's Siri or Amazon Alexa.
- **Animal data** number and type of species and breeds, genetic information, geographic and demographic distribution etc.
- **Pet owner data** such as demographics, trends and habits of pet ownership.

**How data is used**

AI tools are trained on data sets and directed to produce defined outputs. Image analysis has been utilized in monitoring the health and behaviour of livestock since the early 1990s. It has been employed to measure health, welfare and growth parameters of the animals including weight estimation, and assessing the gait and lameness in broiler chickens.

Sound data has also been used to predict risk of respiratory disease in broiler chickens.

Since then, as data gathering and sharing has become more streamlined, advances in diagnostics and optimization of treatment through AI have been possible. At the population level, deep learning (DL) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools have been deployed in precision agriculture, and animal ecology as we shall discuss in a later section.
Opinions on AI in veterinary medicine - benefits and hopes

In a recent survey on AI in the veterinary profession conducted by VetCT, over one third of respondents felt they had only a little understanding of AI, with

Only 10% stating they felt they had a comprehensive understanding of AI.

Areas of AI development deemed to be most exciting included workflow efficiencies and educational applications, over and above clinical tools. For clinical tools specifically, disease risk, diagnosis and prognosis tools were deemed to be moderately or most exciting, whereas treatment tools were less exciting. Individual responses to which areas of AI development respondents deemed most useful in practice varied greatly and included:

“The only thing that really interests me is rotas, team management that type of thing. I see some scope in diagnostics. Clients don’t want chat bots!”

“Anesthetic dose calculations to reduce human error. Interpretation of radiographs and blood work to assist NOT REPLACE vet diagnostic skills.”

“A virtual AI vet that’s targeted to owners, offering first level triage as to whether a vet practice visit is necessary - and if it is, start to manage owner expectation on disease type, treatment and ultimately the potential cost they’re looking at.”

“Interactive diagnostics removing the need for a human clinician. This will happen and will be far better than most if not all veterinary clinicians.”

“Anything that will improve standard of care alongside a vet healthcare team.”

“Translation and that is it. I am not very excited about the use of AI in veterinary medicine at all.”
The last point is interesting, as standard of care means the recommendation of treatment that is accepted by medical experts as a proper treatment for a certain type of disease and that is widely used by healthcare professionals. Should standard of care be applied as a form of standardization to a non-human tool, or simply apply to the clinician that employs the tool?

Improved diagnostic accuracy and workflow efficiencies were ranked as most important to the individual, above improved patient outcomes, clinical insights and reduced human error. Additional responses included the use in communications, both across communities and for managing expectations:

“Less pressure on veterinary professional if the owner has already been through an expectation management process in terms of disease identification and treatment cost.”

“I have already used chat GPT in practice. I work with a socially disadvantaged portion of the community and have asked it to explain to someone with no medical knowledge things like pyometra, enucleation, post-op recovery etc. very successfully.”
Opinions on AI in veterinary medicine - risks and concerns
Survey respondents indicated clinical errors, lack of regulation and introduction of automation bias as the greatest potential risks posed by AI. Data bias, loss of human job roles and negative impact on patients were ranked as lower risks overall. Lack of scientific research and education around AI use were deemed to be of least concern, yet robust scientific research and education would, to some extent, mitigate the risks posed by lack of regulation and clinical errors.

Additional concerns raised included the potential skills loss:

“Deskillling of vet staff with over-reliance on AI.”

“Clients exhibiting automation bias of bypassing clinicians altogether if tools are made available to the public.”

“There's always a risk that the owner trusts an AI solution over the vet themselves. Much like Dr Google today.”

“Clients using it to diagnose and then treat their own pets inappropriately. I'm all for clients researching but I am concerned if they use this instead of vets and they miss something resulting in inappropriately managed cases.”
One respondent highlighted the importance of human empathy in veterinary care:

“The risk of relying too much on technology and having a one size fits all approach. Isn’t the wonderful thing about human brains that we are able to assess a situation and treat every animal as an individual case. We can discuss with each other what potential causes and treatments could be AND allow the owner to make a decision. There are emotions involved in veterinary care, and I don’t think we should just be going by what computers advise.”

Another raised concerns over data used and ensuring the clinician takes the lead role,

“I think the danger is that we (and clients) come to rely on the AI... but this is only as smart as the algorithms and data input. The risk is that we stop looking at the patient in front of us and using our own skills. It should be an assistant not the leader.”

When asked if they would be happy deploying AI in veterinary practice, less than half of respondents said ‘Yes’, with a further third stating they were ‘Not sure’. Clearly, we have a huge mountain to climb to instil confidence in AI technology and encourage wide adoption of this technology. When asked what type of training and information would assist with AI adoption, education around specific tools; their indications, limitations, accuracy and how they were developed was ranked as most important. Over half also said a foundational understanding of AI was either essential or would help a great deal.
Further recommendations and food for thought included:

“Change is coming, AI cannot be stopped, now is the time to ensure it is harnessed to best advantage for veterinary medicine both in person and virtually.”

“Current AI applications are based on human expert opinion = mere automation of the human mind. What would be a game changer if this was not the case and the technology would be based on evidence-based outcomes (post mortem, biopsy, etc). Implementing this would potentially open new diagnostic avenues.”

“Scientific publication to accompany commercially available AI tools needs to be completely transparent - to be proper science needs to be repeatable by independent assessors not the commercial enterprise who benefits.”

Robust regulation could ensure that AI tools are validated, reliable and reproducible, as in human medicine where the medical use of AI tools need to pass FDA/EMA approval. Though a certain degree of insight into how AI tools work is needed to understand their use, we can’t expect veterinarians to have the necessary expertise in data analysis and technology application on top of their qualifications. A regulatory body including such cross-sector expertise, could provide standards to prove the efficacy of AI tools and build the necessary trust for those tools that pass its scrutiny.
AI in diagnostics

One key area where AI is being used in veterinary medicine is in the diagnosis and prediction of diseases. For example, AI has been used to assist in the diagnosis of canine hypoadrenocorticism, which is a disease that can be fatal to the patient and challenging to diagnose, yet has an excellent prognosis with appropriate treatment.\(^6\)

Such tools can improve cost efficiency of diagnosis, especially for conditions with non-specific presentation. One example is visceral Leishmaniasis, where AI algorithms applied to characteristics of physical examination are being explored for diagnostic accuracy.\(^7\) Machine learning algorithms have also been shown to be more accurate than serological testing in diagnosis of canine leptospirosis, which also has important zoonotic implications.\(^8\)

Another area may be to reduce the complexity of diagnostic tests required. For example, chiari-like malformation (CM) and syringomyelia (SM) can be associated with pain and welfare impacts in Cavalier King Charles Spaniels, but historically MRI has been required to make a definitive diagnosis. By combining MRI data with facial image analysis, an AI tool can assist in predicting the likelihood of CM/SM from images of the dog’s head obtained via an owner’s smartphone.\(^9\)

The beauty of AI is its ability to perform highly repetitive and time consuming tasks at great speed and without fatigue. In the field of pathology, analysis of entire sections of canine mast cell tumours submitted for histopathology is possible, whereas time constraints for the human pathologist have typically limited investigation to 10 high-power fields for deeper analysis of malignant characteristics, such as presence of mitoses.\(^10\) This frees up human pathologists time to focus on more creative, interesting tasks such as complex cases and research projects.
Disease monitoring and prediction
The ultimate goal is of course to prevent disease rather than treat it or, failing that, to predict and intervene at the earliest opportunity to improve prognosis. With this in mind, artificial neural networks have been used to predict the likelihood of cats over the age of 7 years developing chronic kidney disease within a year.\textsuperscript{11} AI tools have also been used to forecast seizures in dogs with epilepsy.\textsuperscript{12} These diagnosis and detection tools open the door to prevention and early intervention, improving outcomes and welfare.

Al in treatments
Another area where AI is being used in veterinary medicine is in the treatment of diseases. A study published in the Journal of Veterinary Emergency and Critical Care found that an AI-based tool was able to accurately predict the outcomes of critically ill dogs with a high level of accuracy. Additionally, a study published in the Journal of Feline Medicine and Surgery used a machine learning algorithm to help determine which variables were most useful in predicting the outcomes of cats with acute-on-chronic kidney disease.\textsuperscript{16}

Al in research and one health
AI has a huge potential role to play in development of novel diagnostics and treatments, especially at the level of genome and protein interrogation. Following developments in human medicine, AI has been used for early detection of cancer from cell-free DNA fragments in blood samples.\textsuperscript{13} Deep neural networks have been also developed to predict protein folding patterns, which can significantly accelerate the drug discovery process, helping to tackle problems from leishmaniasis to antibiotic resistance.\textsuperscript{14}

The possibility of modelling drug targets and protein interactions and the complexities of genomics through AI algorithms may not only speed the drug discovery process, but also reduce the need for live animal testing. In the field of cancer research, mapping mutations in human cancers to canine cancers creates the opportunity to develop comparative species models for developing precision therapeutics, benefitting both dogs and their human counterparts.\textsuperscript{15}
AI and the veterinary workforce crisis

AI can help address the shortage of veterinarians and veterinary specialists in several ways, improving the quality and accessibility of veterinary care, as well as supporting the professionals themselves. Here are some ways AI could help:

- **Telemedicine:** AI-driven telemedicine platforms can enable pet owners to consult with veterinarians remotely, allowing professionals to reach more clients and reduce the burden on local clinics. AI can help analyze medical images and data, guiding veterinarians in their diagnoses and treatment recommendations.

- **Triage and symptom analysis:** AI chatbots and voice assistants can help pet owners identify the urgency of their pets’ symptoms and recommend appropriate next steps, such as seeking immediate care or waiting for a scheduled appointment. This can free up veterinary professionals’ time to focus on more critical cases.

- **Training and education:** AI-driven simulation and virtual reality can provide immersive and realistic training environments for aspiring veterinarians, helping them acquire critical skills and knowledge more efficiently. This can accelerate the process of training new professionals, helping to fill the shortage.

- **Diagnostic support:** AI can be used to analyze complex medical data, such as lab results, imaging studies, and patient histories, to help veterinarians and specialists make more accurate diagnoses. This can reduce the need for additional tests, save time, and improve patient outcomes.

- **Treatment planning and monitoring:** AI can help veterinarians develop personalized treatment plans based on an animal’s unique needs and monitor their progress, providing alerts if there are deviations from expected outcomes. This can enhance the effectiveness of treatments and improve overall patient care.

- **Research and drug discovery:** AI can support research by analyzing vast amounts of data, helping to identify new treatment options and refine existing ones. This can lead to more effective therapies and improved veterinary care.

- **Workload optimization:** AI can help veterinary clinics optimize their workload by analyzing appointment data, predicting no-shows, assigning work according to interest area and skill set and adjusting schedules accordingly. This can help veterinarians manage their time more effectively and reduce the burden on individual practitioners.

- **Collaboration and knowledge sharing:** AI-powered platforms can facilitate collaboration and knowledge sharing among veterinary professionals, enabling them to consult with specialists remotely and share best practices.

By integrating AI into the field of veterinary medicine, the industry can better address the shortage of veterinarians and specialists, enhance the quality of care provided, and improve overall efficiency.
Challenges
While AI technology is still in the early stages of development in veterinary medicine, it has the potential to revolutionize the way that animal patients are diagnosed and treated. One key challenge facing the use of AI in veterinary medicine is the limited availability of high-quality, large-scale data sets for training and evaluating AI-based systems.

Unlike human medicine, where there is a wealth of electronic health records and other data available for research, data on animal patients is often scattered in data silos and of lower and more variable quality. Additionally, the complex and diverse nature of veterinary medicine, with many different species of animals and a wide range of diseases, presents additional challenges for the development and validation of AI-based systems. Over-reliance on AI could also lead to loss of certain skills. For example, if we rely on AI for interpretation of cytology, our own cytology skills might deteriorate.

The future of AI in veterinary medicine
Despite these challenges, the field of veterinary medicine is well-positioned to benefit from the advancements in AI technology. The increased use of electronic health records and other digital tools in veterinary practice is making it easier to collect and analyze large-scale data sets, and many veterinary schools, private companies and research institutions are beginning to develop expertise in the use of AI.

Not only is there huge potential to improve the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of animal and zoonotic diseases, AI opens up the world of the genome and microbiome and impacts on animal health, welfare and production. Precision medicine is one of the areas of rapid development on the human side that will inevitably expand the potential for technology-based treatment protocols.

The potential to facilitate information transfer should improve communication among veterinary teams, with clients and even cross-sector and interdisciplinary collaboration with stakeholders involved with animal health, public health and environment sustainability. Traceability of food production animals, pharmacovigilance and epidemiological data should help to promote public health alongside animal welfare.
While AI technology has the potential to revolutionize many areas of veterinary medicine, the limited availability of high-quality data sets and the complex and diverse nature of veterinary medicine present significant challenges for the development and validation of AI-based systems. Despite these challenges, the field of veterinary medicine is well-positioned to benefit from the advancements in AI technology.
AI has the potential to greatly influence education – and by extension veterinary education – in the future by providing more efficient and effective ways to teach and train students. It has the potential to revolutionize education by personalizing learning, increasing efficiency, and providing new opportunities for students and teachers. There is also potential to democratize learning and increase accessibility, both geographically and for neurodiverse individuals or those with disabilities.

It will also help to prepare students for increasingly technology-enabled working environments as these developments are increasingly adopted in the practice setting and beyond. Indeed, training on AI terminology and the concepts behind development, data use, application and ethics should be included as a core element of modern veterinary training to equip students with the knowledge they need to apply these tools confidently and safely in practice, and communicate their use to owners.

Some examples of how AI could be used in veterinary education include:

**For the student,**

- **Virtual reality and simulation:** Virtual reality and simulation could provide students with hands-on experience in a safe and controlled environment, allowing them to practice procedures and techniques before working with live animals.

- **Predictive modeling:** Predictive modeling could help students to learn about the long-term outcomes of various treatments and procedures, and to make more informed decisions about how to care for animals.

- **Personalized learning:** AI-powered educational systems can analyze data on each student’s learning progress, strengths, and weaknesses, and use this information to provide personalized feedback and guidance. These systems can be used in both online and offline environments and can adapt to the learning style and pace of each individual student. They could also adapt content for those with neurodiversity or disabilities.

- **Intelligent tutoring systems:** AI-powered intelligent tutoring systems can provide personalized instruction and feedback to students, helping them to learn at their own pace and in their own way.

- **Virtual tutors:** These tutors use natural language processing (NLP) and machine learning algorithms to understand and respond to student queries. They can provide immediate feedback, allowing students to quickly identify and correct their mistakes.

- **Assignments:** NLP systems are already being used by students to research and even write assignments. Tools have been developed to screen for AI-generated submissions, however, the students are now learning to ‘trick’ these tool by inserting random errors into assignments to make them more human-like.

- **Translation tools:** These could be used to translate learning content into different languages, increasing accessibility of both educational courses and CE.
For the educator

- **Automated assessment:** AI-powered assessment tools can grade student performance and provide feedback in real-time, allowing students to quickly identify areas where they need to improve.

- **Predictive analytics:** AI algorithms can analyze large amounts of data and provide insights that can help educators better understand student needs and tailor their teaching strategies accordingly.

- **Content creation:** AI is also being used to create digital content and educational tools. For example, AI-powered tools can be used to generate personalized lesson plans, quizzes and assessments for teachers. These tools can also be used to create interactive simulations, games, and virtual reality experiences for students.

- **Student performance feedback:** AI is also being used to analyze student data, such as test scores, assignment submissions, and participation in class discussions. This data can be used to identify patterns and trends, which can then be used to improve instruction and support student learning.

AI is being used in many different ways in education, but its impact is still being studied. Some researchers are concerned that AI could lead to a loss of human interaction and creativity in the classroom, while others argue that it has the potential to democratize learning and make education more accessible and effective for reduce some of the administrative workload for educators, improving their job satisfaction and wellbeing. A 2020 report by the European Coordinating Committee for Veterinary Training\(^1\) concluded that digital technology and AI may also:

- facilitate the harmonization of the learning outcomes for any study programme, e.g. by evaluating teaching, learning and assessment processes;
- facilitate the feedback from students and stakeholders for further improvement of the curriculum;
- enhance the availability of innovative tools and facilitate their sharing between veterinary education establishments;
- increase accessibility of learning and widen participation;
- increase economic, social and green sustainability of learning and make it more affordable/cost effective while improving quality;
- provide updated tools and challenges, especially via AI auto-improvement processes;
- enhance interdisciplinary and ‘one health’ collaboration

The need for regulation
It’s important to note that regulations and guidelines for the use of AI in education are still evolving, and are likely to change as technology advances and its impact on education becomes better understood.

There are currently no specific regulations around the use of AI in schools and universities in most countries. However, there are a number of laws and guidelines that may apply to the use of AI in education, such as data protection and privacy laws, and laws related to discrimination and equal opportunities.

As AI technology is still developing it is hard to predict how its use in education will continue to evolve. It’s important to consider the ethical and safety implications of using AI in veterinary education and ensure that the technology is used in a responsible manner to further learning, understanding and skills development, rather than detract from it.

Conclusion
Overall, AI has the potential to transform the way we think about education, providing new, cost-effective, personalized opportunities for students and teachers. As technology continues to advance, we can expect to see more innovative uses of AI within and beyond the classroom. Expanding learning opportunities across different abilities and language barriers and facilitating more flexible learning methods will increase the accessibility and affordability of education, and may in turn positively impact the veterinary workforce shortages, both within and beyond teaching institutions.
The equine industry is an essential part of the global economy and an important source of labor, entertainment, culture and sport. As technology advances, the potential of AI to modernize the industry is becoming increasingly apparent across breeding, racing, welfare and disease management.

Health monitoring and Diagnostics
Effective disease management is critical in maintaining the health and welfare of horses. AI can play a significant role in disease prevention, early detection, and treatment. By analyzing large amounts of data from various sources, such as veterinary records, weather patterns, and horse movement, AI can identify patterns and predict the likelihood of disease outbreaks, enabling proactive disease management strategies.

In addition, AI-powered imaging and diagnostic tools can assist veterinarians in detecting diseases and abnormalities at an early stage, facilitating timely treatment and potentially improving survival rates.

AI-powered tools and devices are used to monitor vital signs, analyze gait, and detect early signs of illness or injury. These tools can also help veterinarians make more accurate diagnoses and facilitate timely treatment plans and potentially improve outcomes. For example, body-mounted inertial sensors can collect movement data from several reference points, with analysis providing guidance for further lameness investigation in cases of poor performance. AI can also be used to develop personalized treatment plans that take into account the individual horse's condition, history, and response to medications.

Nutrition and feeding
AI algorithms can analyze data on individual horses and provide customized feeding plans, considering factors such as age, activity level, and specific nutritional requirements.

Breeding and genetics:
Through the use of advanced algorithms and machine learning, AI can process vast amounts of data on individual horses and their lineage to accurately predict their genetic potential. This information can be used to optimize breeding decisions and increase the chances of producing healthier, stronger and faster horses.

In addition, AI can be used to analyze and interpret genomic data, helping to identify specific genes associated with desirable traits such as athleticism, temperament, and disease resistance. With this information, breeders can make more informed decisions, leading to improvements in the overall quality of horses produced. AI-powered tools are employed to analyze pedigree, genetic, and performance data to predict the potential of offspring and improve breeding programs.

Training and performance optimization: AI can help trainers create personalized training plans, monitor progress and identify areas for improvement. Biomechanics analysis and motion capture technology can also provide valuable insights into a horse's movement, helping to optimize performance and minimize injury risk.
Wearable technology: Smart wearables, such as sensors and trackers, can collect real-time data on a horse’s vital signs, activity levels, and behavior. AI algorithms can then analyze this data to provide insights and alerts to horse owners, trainers, breeders and veterinarians.

Race prediction and betting: AI can inform training methods, optimize race strategies, and enhance wagering systems. Machine learning algorithms can analyze vast amounts of data on an individual horse’s performance, such as training times, racing history, and environmental factors, to develop individualized training programs and race strategies. Moreover, AI can be used to develop advanced simulations and predictive models, helping trainers and jockeys identify the most efficient ways to utilize a horse’s strengths and weaknesses during a race. AI algorithms can be used to analyze historical race data, track conditions, and the impact of these factors on individual horse performance to predict race outcomes more accurately and optimize wagering strategies.

Facilities management: AI can be used to optimize farm and stable operations, such as monitoring and automating various tasks related to horse care, energy consumption, and waste management.

Virtual assistants and chatbots: AI-powered virtual assistants can be used to answer common questions, provide training and guidance, and offer support related to equine care and management. This could be hugely powerful when deployed in remote regions where working equids are vital to the survival and culture of rural communities, but access to veterinary knowledge and care is limited.

Benefits and challenges
The integration of AI into the equine industry offers numerous benefits, including more efficient breeding practices, improved training methods, enhanced disease management strategies and husbandry improvements. These advancements have the potential to increase the overall quality, health, and performance of horses, ultimately benefiting the entire industry and the communities and societies that rely on them.

However, the adoption of AI also presents challenges. There are concerns about the potential loss of jobs in the industry as AI systems become more capable of performing tasks currently carried out by humans. Additionally, ethical considerations must be taken into account when using AI genetic selection and breeding practices to ensure breeding is within regulations and that the welfare of the animals is not compromised. It may also fundamentally impact the way the betting industry operates.
The potential of AI to influence the equine industry is vast, and as technology continues to evolve, the benefits will likely become more apparent. By embracing AI and incorporating it into various aspects of the industry, stakeholders can optimize breeding, racing, and disease management practices, ultimately improving the quality, health, and performance of horses. However, we must ensure appropriate standards and regulations are developed and adhered to, providing transparency and safeguarding and prioritizing animal welfare.


Agriculture is another industry that has undergone an AI revolution. Livestock farming in particular has been positively impacted by AI in a multitude of ways. This technology has the potential to enhance animal welfare, increase productivity, and promote sustainable farming practices.

**Current applications of AI in livestock farming:**

1. **Precision livestock farming**
   Precision livestock farming (PLF) involves using AI and sensor technologies to monitor and manage individual animals. These technologies collect and analyze data related to animal growth, health, reproduction, and behavior, enabling farmers to make informed decisions and improve overall efficiency. The objective is to create management systems based on continuous automatic real-time monitoring and control of production, animal health and welfare, and the environmental impact of livestock production.

   Examples include:
   - Automated milking systems: These systems use AI and robotics to milk cows, reducing labor costs, and ensuring consistent milking routines.
   - Wearable devices: These are attached to animals, collecting data such as body temperature, heart rate, and activity levels. This information is then analyzed to identify any anomalies, allowing for early detection of illness or stress and to predict oestrus in cattle.
   - Computer vision systems: Cameras equipped with AI software can monitor livestock behavior, movement, and body condition, providing valuable insights into their well-being.

   For example, lameness is a major welfare problem in modern dairy cows, where up to 25% may be badly affected. Image analysis of data from automatic camera footage of dairy cows approaching a milking robot enables detection of lameness problems and sends a warning to the farmer. This fully automatic monitoring of individual cows replaces a task the farmer can no longer carry out easily with increasing livestock numbers and admin tasks. This warning system has huge potential to enable early detection and treatment, improving the welfare of many cattle.

2. **Population disease detection and prevention**
   AI has enabled early detection of diseases in livestock, preventing their spread, and minimizing losses. Machine learning algorithms can analyze data from wearable devices, cameras, and other sensors, identifying patterns associated with specific diseases. This information allows farmers to take proactive measures to protect their animals, such as quarantine, vaccination, or treatment.

   For example, AI-powered systems can detect and classify bird vocalizations to identify diseases and stress in poultry. Similarly, cough detection on pig farms enables ventilation problems to be identified and early treatment to be instigated for infectious respiratory disease.
3. Genetic selection and breeding
AI is playing a crucial role in genetic selection and breeding in livestock farming. By analyzing vast amounts of data, AI algorithms can identify animals with desirable traits, such as higher milk production, disease resistance, or better growth rates. For example, the genomic selection method utilizes AI algorithms to predict the breeding values of animals based on their genomic information. Such information helps farmers make more informed breeding decisions, improving the overall genetic quality of their herds.

4. Nutritional optimization
Mathematical models can be used in the prediction of optimal livestock feed blend for animals, for example to find the most optimal percentage of price, nutrients and water.
Future developments in AI for livestock farming:

1. **AI-driven autonomous farming**
   As AI technology continues to advance, we could see the development of fully autonomous livestock farms. These farms would integrate various AI-driven systems, such as automated feeding, milking, and monitoring, to create a seamless, labor-free operation. This level of automation could significantly reduce labor costs, increase productivity, and enhance animal welfare. Automated milking systems already combine robotic milking with data analysis for improved herd management. It won’t be long before end-to-end technological solutions are developed from breeding selection, to optimization of reproduction, feeding and activity, to health monitoring and selection for slaughter.

China recently hit the news with its high-rise pig farms, with the potential to process over one million pigs per year, all monitored and fed by automated systems. For a country struggling to produce enough food for its population, this is being hailed as a huge step forward to increase livestock production. However, inevitably welfare concerns have been raised about this new level of intensification.

2. **Integration of AI with IoT and big data**
   As the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data technologies mature, their integration with AI could revolutionize livestock farming. The combined power of these technologies could provide farmers with real-time insights into their animals’ health, well-being, and productivity, creating the smart farms of the future. This information could help farmers make better decisions, improving overall farm efficiency and sustainability. For example, the SmartCow project already combines IoT, big data, and AI to improve animal welfare, farm productivity, and environmental sustainability.

3. **Personalized nutrition and health management**
   Future AI systems could provide individualized nutrition and health management for each animal in a herd. By analyzing data from various sources, AI algorithms could determine the optimal diet, vaccination schedule, and other health interventions for each animal, based on its specific needs. This approach could lead to improved animal welfare, reduced disease incidence, and increased productivity. There are already facial recognition systems being developed for cows to monitor their health and nutrition. This could be extended to improve reliable and continuous animal welfare, e.g. through animal surveillance during transport. There are also opportunities to promote consumer protection and public health by improving traceability.
4. Environmental impact reduction

AI could help livestock farmers reduce the environmental impact of their operations. By optimizing feed formulations AI could minimize the amount of waste produced and the use of natural resources. AI-powered feed optimization software is already being used to help reduce methane emissions and environmental impacts. AI-driven farm management systems could also optimize the use of water, energy, and land, promoting more sustainable farming practices. AI can also be applied to modeling interactions between animals and the environment.\(^\text{11}\)

However, this must be balanced by the potential deepening of intensification, reducing the attention and value given to the individual animal and further pressuring small producers to keep up with high production units. Local farming communities also have deep cultural and land management value that we must be cognizant of when advising the adoption of technology at scale. The potential for real, significant positive impact by improving health, welfare, productivity and environmental impact is enormous, but as ever we must ensure human intelligence considers the ‘big picture’ and social sustainability alongside environmental.

---

The ethics of AI is a complex and rapidly evolving field that raises many questions about the impact of artificial intelligence on society and the individuals within it. It is essential to consider the ethical implications of AI technology as it becomes increasingly integrated into our lives and the world of work.

**Bias and discrimination**
One of the biggest ethical concerns with AI is the potential for algorithms to perpetuate and amplify existing biases and discrimination. This can result in decisions that are unjust or unfair, particularly when it comes to applications in areas such as employment, housing, and criminal justice. For example, Amazon's AI-powered recruitment tool was found to discriminate against women, as it had been trained on resumes submitted to the company over a 10-year period, the majority of which were from men.

In addition, automation bias is the human tendency to believe the machine over and above our own or another human opinion. We must be mindful of this when there is disagreement, seeking additional clarification rather than assuming the AI is right. This can be a particular problem when AI draws erroneous conclusions, or 'hallucinates'.

**Hallucination**
In the context of artificial intelligence (AI), the term "hallucination" is often used to describe a situation where an AI model sees something that is not there, or misinterprets the data it is processing. This is a frequent issue with complex AI systems like neural networks, which can overfit or underfit their training data, leading to incorrect inferences or conclusions.
AI hallucination is a common issue in image processing systems. For example, AI image recognition algorithms have been known to “hallucinate” nonexistent features in images or interpret random noise patterns as recognizable objects. This is often due to biases or flaws in the model’s training data, or the overemphasis of certain features during the learning process.

Deep learning models, which are a type of AI that use neural networks with many layers, are especially prone to hallucinations. These models are extremely powerful and can identify complex patterns, but they also have a tendency to “see” patterns where none exist - a remarkably human trait - if not properly trained or regulated. This can lead to unexpected and sometimes bizarre outcomes.

In machine learning models, AI can also hallucinate - or fabricate - scientific references and papers. Extreme caution and thorough fact-checking should be applied to any scientific writing generated by these tools, which present a mix of both accurate and fabricated data as equally credible within a body of text.³

AI hallucination can be a serious issue, especially in critical applications like self-driving cars or medical imaging, where misinterpretation can have serious consequences. Researchers are working on various strategies to mitigate the problem, including better methods for training AI, such as techniques that make the model’s decision-making processes more transparent and interpretable.

Hallucination is certainly an emerging issue with contemporary AI. Not only the degree of error, but how it is matched with significant degree of certainty from the AI.

Interestingly, as Large Language Models (LLMs) have emerged as conversational AI, it’s outputs are often difficult to discriminate as truth, prediction or speculation, and can all be presented with the same degree of confidence. Prior to LLMs, where AI outputs/predictions were a single number or binary prediction, there was less opportunity for this confident hallucination.
Data privacy and security
As AI systems collect and process large amounts of personal data, privacy and security become major ethical concerns. The mishandling of personal information could result in significant harm to individuals, such as identity theft or financial fraud. Think back to 2018, when Cambridge Analytica, a political consulting firm, used personal data collected from Facebook to try and influence the outcomes of the U.S. presidential election and the UK’s EU exit referendum. The impact of data misuse can have major, far-reaching and long-lasting impacts around the globe.

The AVMAs progressive code of veterinary medical ethical conduct advises careful safeguarding of animal and owner data, in addition to laws on data privacy and security. The key principles are summarised below:

- Veterinarians shall safeguard medical information within the confines of the law:
  - The information within veterinary medical records is confidential. It must not be released except as required or allowed by law, or by consent of the owner of the patient.
  - Without the express permission of the practice owner, it is unethical for a veterinarian to remove, copy, or use the medical records or any part of any record for personal or professional gain.
  - Medical records are the property of the practice and the practice owner. Information within veterinary medical records is confidential. It must not be released except as required or allowed by law, or by consent of the owner of the patient.

- A veterinarian shall be influenced only by the welfare of the patient, the needs of the client, the safety of the public, and the need to uphold the public trust vested in the veterinary profession, and shall avoid conflicts of interest or the appearance thereof.
In an age where AI algorithms are gleaning data from across the internet, we need to exercise caution when sharing patient and client data. It is not impossible to imagine a scenario where an algorithm can match patient data labelled in an image from a training dataset to the owners data accessible on the internet, with unknown consequences.

In addition, as practice management systems (PMSs) are increasingly integrating with varied software technologies, it is important to have transparency around data gathering and use and robust safeguards established to ensure that the animal and owner data is protected, and that it is used only for the purpose of improving patient care.

Data privacy presents a dilemma: the more representative data an algorithm has access for training and refinement, the more likely it is to be accurate and unbiased, and consequently the more likely it is to support good outcomes and foster trust in technology. However, where informed consent is required from pet owners to share patient data, we need to understand the way the data will be shared and used by an algorithm that assimilates that data in a way we cannot always predict and where the outcomes are unknown. AI developers need to work closely with veterinary teams to ensure transparency, validation and use of data sets to enable informed consent to be obtained to create accurate, useful tools.

There is also an issue around the monetary value of data and the subsequent intellectual property generated from that data. Who should benefit from the profits generated by an AI tool trained on data from veterinary practices and how is an agreement reached and policed?

**Responsibility and liability**

Another ethical challenge with AI is determining who is responsible and liable in the event of an error or harmful outcome. This becomes especially problematic in scenarios where AI systems make decisions that have significant consequences, such as autonomous vehicles causing accidents. In these cases, it may be difficult to determine whether the fault lies with the AI system, the human operator, or the manufacturer.

One of the main ethical considerations is animal welfare. AI-powered diagnostic tools and treatment plans should be tested and validated to ensure that they do not compromise the welfare of the animals being treated. This means ensuring that any procedures or treatments recommended by the AI are in line with veterinary standards of care, and that the AI is not recommending procedures that are unnecessary or harmful to the animal.

This can be challenging when the veterinarian may not necessarily understand why the algorithm has reached a certain conclusion.
Machine learning algorithms are also constantly learning and evolving, leading to varying outputs over time. In theory, these outputs should be improving, but this again relies on non-biased data and appropriate training model protocols. There is potential for exacerbation of error if data sets are not representative of the patient population, for example in a different geographical region. In human medicine, the Food and Drug Agency has advised that “…the software developer should describe the underlying data used to develop the algorithm and should include plain language descriptions of the logic or rationale used by an algorithm to render a recommendation.”  

In the field of veterinary medicine, where the only regulated entity is the veterinarian holding the VCPR (Vet-client-pet-relationship), the fault when applying errant AI technology in the clinical situation currently lies solely at the veterinarian’s door. Is there a case for establishing a virtual VCPR with an AI tool - provided informed owner consent has been obtained for ‘referral’ of the case to AI - if the technology is providing a diagnosis and case management advice? This would shift liability for errors away from the veterinarian and onto the AI developer/commercial entity.

Unless we provide standards and regulations for the development and licencing of veterinary medical tools, we must provide the veterinarian with clear and transparent guidelines for best-practice use and thorough understanding of the limitations and potential for error to enable them to apply these tools appropriately and with confidence, and indeed to explain their use to owners to obtain informed consent. 

However, as the excellent paper by Cohen and Gordon on ethics in radiology AI cautions: “Veterinary products do not fall under the same regulatory guidelines as human products... and companies bringing veterinary AI products to market are not required to report validity and performance data.”
There is a very real possibility that veterinarians could be presented with a suite of AI tools with unproven accuracy and quality assurance. They go on to give recommendations for ethical use of AI in veterinary radiology, paraphrased here to encompass all areas of veterinary medicine:

- AI technology should do no harm.
- Domain experts (e.g. board-certified specialists) should be “in the loop” from start to finish of development, deployment, and supervision of AI products.
- AI companies and their products should be transparent, and provide/disclose information relating to data use, validation and training, calibration, outcomes, and errors.
- AI products should be subject to peer review (ideally prior to entry into the market for clinical use) and guided by position/white papers by domain experts when possible.
- When medical errors occur, a root-cause analysis should be performed to identify points at which decision making was faulty. Ideally this would be shared on a national database. Companies should be transparent when errors occur. This is part of Post-Market Surveillance (PMS) in human medical devices and is very stringently regulated.
- Until further progress is made, the profession should strive to have domain experts involved in final recommendations in conjunction with AI, rather than by AI alone.

**Job loss and economic disruption**

In 2023, a report by the World Economic Forum estimated that one fifth of companies expected to see job displacement, yet half expected technological advancement to see job growth. Key to successful expansion of the labor market will be reskilling to adapt to changing work environments.

As AI systems become more advanced, there is a growing concern that they will automate many jobs, leading to widespread job losses and economic disruption. This raises ethical questions about how society should address the potential displacement of workers and how to ensure that everyone has access to meaningful employment and a decent standard of living.

In an industry facing a global workforce crisis at all levels – from veterinary technicians to specialists – AI tools that ease workforce pressure and improve efficiencies in practice are vital to forming part of the solution. We must ensure, however, that alongside technology we are investing in healthy pipelines of skilled and well supported human resource across the veterinary ecosystem.
Human relations
There is a concern that automation and AI will lead to a loss of the nuance of human connection and empathy, so important in building relationships and successful working partnerships. For example, if AI chatbots lead to a reduction in the number of interactions by veterinarians with pet owners in the clinic, or on the farm, there is less opportunity to build the trust that is so vital for a strong, healthy VCPR.

Conversely, time-savings afforded by AI could be released for important tasks such as building social capital, community building and working on the foundations and development of trust. AI also offers scalability beyond the limitations of physical resources. It’s about deploying tools that offer the best balance to foster trust and enable timely delivery of care.

Control and transparency
There is a need for education, transparency and control in the decision-making processes of AI systems. It is crucial to ensure that AI systems are transparent and developers are accountable so that users can understand how decisions are made, and have the confidence to challenge or appeal them if necessary. This becomes vitally important in applications where AI systems are used to inform decisions that can literally have a life and death impact through the potential for euthanasia.

Another consideration is the impact of AI on pet owners and their relationships with their veterinarians and their animals. Pet owners may have concerns about the use of AI in veterinary medicine, such as whether it will replace the expertise of veterinary professionals or whether it will lead to overdiagnosis or overtreatment. Clear communication and transparency around the use of AI in veterinary medicine is crucial to address these concerns and to ensure that pet owners understand the role of AI in the diagnostic process, any limitations or potential errors, and can give their informed consent.
Summary

In conclusion, the ethics of AI is a complex and multifaceted field that raises many important questions about the impact of AI on society, individuals, animal welfare, and the interplay between them. It is essential to consider these ethical concerns and to address them proactively and ensure that AI is developed and used in a responsible and ethical manner. While it would be rational to expect or even demand that these dilemmas are solved by veterinary medical regulatory bodies, but the reality is that regulators and governments are struggling to keep up with the pace of technology, let alone reach quorum across sectors as diverse as social media platforms to self-driving cars to automated weapons. To this end, it is important to engage widely across the veterinary profession to debate and discuss the ethical implication of AI in our own industry, and to invest in ongoing research and development in the field of AI ethics.

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automation_bias
6 27US Food & Drug Administration. Proposed Regulatory Framework for Modifications to Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)- Based Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) . 2020. https://www.fda.gov/media/122535/download
Artificial Intelligence and Human Well-being

As AI is fundamentally transforming our world and bringing about significant changes in various domains, including healthcare, education, and employment. As such, it has profound implications for human mental, physical, and social well-being, presenting both opportunities and challenges.

**Mental well-being**

AI has a broad range of applications in mental health, with potential for substantial benefits. In terms of work, AI can perform repetitive tasks and assist with analysing large data sets without getting tired, thereby increasing productivity and allowing humans to focus on more complex and interesting tasks that require creative and critical thinking.

AI algorithms can analyze behavior patterns, social media interactions, or even speech and text for early signs of mental health issues, such as depression or anxiety, thus facilitating early intervention. This could be particularly beneficial for individuals who may not recognize their own symptoms or for those in situations where a human observer isn’t available.

According to the World Health Organization, there is a global shortage of mental health-trained health workers. Many mental health initiatives do not reach those in need, with nearly 70% having no access to these services. Al-powered chatbots or digital therapists can deliver cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) techniques or mindfulness exercises to help individuals cope with their anxiety. These tools can provide support to individuals who might not have access to mental health care due to geographical, financial, or stigma-related barriers. Digital platforms can provide 24/7 support, responding immediately to individuals in need and AI’s ability to analyze large amounts of data can facilitate personalized treatment plans, tailored to the individual’s specific needs and circumstances. It can potentially predict how an individual might respond to different treatments, which could potentially increase the effectiveness of recommended treatment.
However, while AI-based interventions can provide immediate and accessible support, the lack of human contact may not fully replace the empathetic understanding that comes from human therapists. This depersonalization might be less effective for some individuals and could potentially exacerbate feelings of isolation.

Concerns also arise with the potential for AI to automate certain jobs, leading to unemployment in some sectors. While AI may also create new jobs, there’s a risk these may require skills that the displaced workers don’t possess. Fears may also arise due to potential lack of human contact, or even fear of the AI itself (for example, fears about AI becoming too powerful).

In areas like privacy, with AI often needing extensive personal data to operate effectively, concerns about how this data might be used can create anxiety. Technologies that involve constant tracking and monitoring could also exacerbate symptoms in certain individuals. The potential depersonalization of care, increased dependency on technology, and AI-related fears could also contribute to anxiety and depression.

Like any technology, AI can be misused. For instance, deepfakes (AI-generated synthetic media) can be used to spread misinformation, leading to stress. Furthermore, over-reliance on technology and the “always-on” culture can contribute to increased stress and anxiety. AI advancements might exacerbate this by pushing for more automation and constant connectivity. As AI often involves digital interfaces, increased screen time is a concern as large amounts of screen time has been linked to increased risk for depression. Excessive use of AI technologies

**Physical well-being**

AI can improve fitness and wellness, providing personalized recommendations to improve physical health. AI can also be used in public health initiatives, predicting disease outbreaks, or analyzing the impact of different health policies.

It can help differently-abled people by enhancing their abilities to interact with the world and drive inclusive equality across a broad range of fields such as employment, education and independent living. Examples include AI-powered prosthetics, voice recognition technology for people with motor impairments, and AI-driven text-to-speech technologies for people with visual impairments.

Nevertheless, increased use of AI technologies could contribute to a more sedentary lifestyle. While AI can improve healthcare access, disparities might be exacerbated if certain groups lack access to these technologies due to financial or other barriers. If the data used to train an AI system includes biases, the system can also exhibit those biases, leading to unrepresentative, unjust or discriminatory outcomes. For example, a report for United Nations Human Rights Council highlights that steps must be taken to ensure the algorithms are not biased through training on ableist data.
Social well-being

AI has the potential to enhance social cohesion by improving communication, promoting social inclusion and increasing public safety. It can help people connect and communicate more effectively. For example, real-time translation tools can break down language barriers, and social media algorithms can connect individuals with similar interests.

The social model of disability proposes that people are disabled by barriers in society, not by their impairment. AI can assist differently-abled people in various ways, such as voice recognition for those with mobility issues. This can help them to participate more fully in society, thereby promoting social inclusion.

Conversely, AI could contribute to social division by perpetuating existing social inequalities. For example, personalized news feeds can create echo chambers that reinforce pre-existing beliefs, polarize opinions and disconnect people from differing perspectives.

The automation of jobs through AI could lead to unemployment, exacerbating social inequality, and potentially undermining social cohesion. The gathering and analyzing of extensive data can cause privacy and trust issues, which may lead to societal stress and mistrust and further erode social cohesion. These concerns are eloquently narrated through the 2013 film, ‘Her’, and the 2020 documentary, ‘The Social Dilemma’. 
Mitigation strategies

As with any technology, the key to leveraging AI in a beneficial way is to use it thoughtfully and ethically, keeping the well-being of the individual at the forefront. Measures to ensure data privacy, limit excessive screen time, and provide human support in conjunction with AI-based interventions can help mitigate potential negative impacts. Additional areas of focus include:

1. **Ethical and responsible AI**: AI systems should be designed and deployed ethically, considering implications for mental, physical, and social well-being. This includes addressing algorithmic bias, protecting privacy, and ensuring transparency.

2. **Education and skill development**: As AI transforms the job market, educational institutions should prepare individuals with the necessary skills for new roles. Lifelong learning and reskilling initiatives can help workers adapt to change. This could also include measures support workers affected by automation, and promote the responsible use of AI.

3. **Policy and regulation**: To maximize the positive impacts of AI on social cohesion and well-being, and to mitigate the negative impacts, it’s crucial to have appropriate policies and regulations. Policymakers should create regulations that protect individuals while encouraging innovation. This includes policies to protect privacy, prevent discrimination, and manage the impact of AI on employment.

4. **Accessible AI**: Efforts should be made to ensure AI technologies are accessible to all, preventing disparities in healthcare and other areas.

5. **Promote healthy behaviours**: Encourage a balanced approach to technology use, promoting healthy behaviors to mitigate potential negative impacts on physical and mental health.

6. **Support change management**: The pace of AI development is extremely rapid, and the consequence rate of change is difficult to predict. It’s important to use AI technologies mindfully and to consider potential sources of stress when designing and implementing AI systems.
In conclusion, AI presents a wealth of opportunities to enhance human mental, physical, and social well-being. However, there are risks around perpetuation of unhealthy habits, fear and inclusiveness. The associated challenges must be addressed to ensure overall benefits are realized. By implementing thoughtful and proactive strategies, we can harness the power of AI to improve human well-being while mitigating potential negative impacts.

The field of both human and veterinary medicine where AI is perhaps most advanced in terms of wide deployment of clinical tools is radiology. This both presents an opportunity and places a burden on veterinary radiology to lead the way with ethically responsible innovation in AI development and application.

The use of AI tools in human radiology has rapidly gained popularity in recent years. These tools have been developed to assist radiologists in the analysis of medical images, with the aim of making the process faster, more efficient, and more accurate. There is no doubt that tools such as these applied to veterinary radiology will go a significant way to easing the pressure on radiologists due to growing demand for radiology services and a shortage of diploma-holding specialists.
Examples of the application of AI in radiology:

- **AI-based triage systems**: Help radiologists prioritize cases and manage workflow by identifying high-priority cases and flagging them for immediate attention. This can help to reduce delays and improve the overall efficiency of the radiology department.

- **Computer-aided detection (CAD)**: Used to analyse images and identify suspicious radiological signs, helping radiologists to quickly locate areas that require further attention.

- **Image segmentation**: The process of identifying and outlining specific structures in an image, such as organs or tumors. This is an important step in many image analysis tasks, such as image registration, image-guided surgery, and radiation therapy planning. AI algorithms can be used to automate this process, making it faster and more accurate.

- **Image enhancement**: The process of improving the visibility of structures in an image. This can be done by adjusting the brightness and contrast of the image, or by applying filters that can highlight certain structures. AI algorithms can be used to automate this process, making it more efficient and consistent.

- **Image classification**: AI algorithms can be used to classify medical images into different categories, such as healthy vs diseased, benign vs malignant, etc. This helps radiologists make more informed decisions about treatment and management options.

- **Image registration**: Used to align and register multiple images of the same body part, allowing radiologists to better understand the evolution of a condition over time.

- **Quantitative imaging**: This can be used to extract quantitative information from medical images, such as measurement of tissue density or volume, which can help radiologists make more informed decisions about recommendations.

- **Autonomous imaging**: The use of AI algorithms to control the imaging process and make decisions about image acquisition. This can include things like adjusting the radiation dose, selecting the most appropriate imaging modality, or optimizing the imaging parameters for a specific clinical task.

- **Radiomics**: The extraction of quantitative features from medical images and use of these features to predict patient outcomes, such as survival, tumor progression, and treatment response. This is done by using AI algorithms to analyze the images and extract meaningful information that is not visible to the human eye, such as individual pixel/voxel intensity values within a region of interest.

- **Imaging workflow optimization**: This refers to the application of AI to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the workflow in a radiology department, such as workforce scheduling, case assignment and report generation.

As we can see from the above examples, artificial intelligence (AI) has enormous potential to revolutionize veterinary radiology, just as it has in human radiology. However, there are some key differences around data between the two fields that should be taken into consideration.
Data

Major differences exist in the availability, quality and quantity of data between human and veterinary fields.

- **Quantity:** In human radiology, there is a vast amount of standardized data available, including millions of images and associated clinical information. In veterinary radiology, the volume of data is much more limited, with increased anatomical variation due to the variety of breeds and species. This makes it more difficult to train AI algorithms and achieve the same level of accuracy as in human radiology.

- **Quality:** Quality control of both image acquisition and processing, including positioning, exposure and labeling, is much more variable in veterinary compared to human radiology.

- **Availability:** Human medical data is subject to stricter regulations and privacy concerns, such as HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) in the United States. These regulations aim to protect patient privacy and require explicit consent for data sharing and research purposes. In contrast, veterinary data typically has fewer regulatory hurdles, making it more readily available for research and AI projects. This places the veterinary industry as an ideal candidate to develop effective AI tools in diagnostic imaging where a sufficient data pool exists.

- **Accessibility:** In many cases, veterinary data is localized within specific clinics or hospitals, making it challenging to access and collate large data sets. Data in human medical systems may be more accessible in terms of large, standardized data pools (such as the National Health Service in the U.K.), though it is less available due to data privacy regulations.
The progression of AI development in human radiology

The use of Artificial Intelligence in human radiology has a rich history dating back several decades. This interdisciplinary field combines computer science, medical imaging, and radiology to develop algorithms and software that can analyze medical images, improving the speed and accuracy of diagnosis for a limited number of specific indications. Here, we provide an overview of key developments, publications, and milestones in the use of AI in radiology.

A brief history of AI in human radiology

1960s
Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) Systems: Assist radiologists in interpreting medical images, such as X-rays and CT scans.
Example: Computer-retrieved and reconstructed radiographic images of metastatic cancer nodules.

1970s

1980s
Rule-based Expert Systems: Indexing and delivering advice and information to support the work of radiologists.

1990s
Early Learning Algorithms and Neural Networks: The tools allowed more advanced pattern recognition and feature extraction.

2000s
FDA Approval and Commercialization: Several CAD systems received FDA approval, paving the way for widespread commercialization.

2010s
Deep Learning Revolution: These techniques began to outperform traditional machine learning methods, paving the way for the application of deep learning in radiology.
Example: Rajpurkar et al.’s “CheXNet: Radiologist-Level Pneumonia Detection on Chest X-Rays with Deep Learning” published in 2017 demonstrated the ability of deep learning algorithms to detect pneumonia in chest X-rays with accuracy comparable to human radiologists.

2020s
Integration and Expansion: As AI technology continues to evolve, its integration into radiology has become more seamless, with increased collaboration between AI developers and radiologists. The 2020s have seen the development of more advanced algorithms and increased adoption of AI in radiology departments worldwide.
Human vs veterinary AI in radiology
Where the field of human radiology AI is well researched and already widely deployed to aid with efficiency and certain diagnoses, the field is still relatively new in veterinary medicine. Indeed, in 2021 alone over 2000 papers were published on radiology in human medicine, compared to just 10 in veterinary (see tables below).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Radiology Papers Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>2189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of publications each year from a for PubMed search query AI + imaging in human medicine

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Radiology Papers Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of publications each year from a for PubMed search query AI + imaging in veterinary medicine
AI veterinary radiology has been applied to image acquisition, such as segmentation of CT body areas, and interpretation, for example classification of hip dysplasia and vertebral heart scores. Human radiology has additionally benefited from AI tools applied to outcome prediction, prognosis and even population health management.

**Regulation:**

There are a number of standards and regulations in place for the use of AI in human radiology. These standards and regulations are designed to ensure the safety and effectiveness of the technology, as well as to protect patient privacy and data security.

Human medical device development is governed by ISO 13485, but relies heavily on the application of risk management (ISO 14971). Recently the The Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) published guidance on the application of these regulations, recognized by the FDA. Another key standard is the FDA's premarket review process, which is used to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of medical devices, including AI-powered medical devices. This helps to ensure that AI-powered medical devices are safe and effective for their intended use before they are made available to the public.

In 2021, the FDA also published a guidance document: Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning (AI/ML)-Based Software as a Medical Device (SaMD). It provides recommendations on how to ensure the safety and effectiveness of AI-powered medical devices, including the need to validate the performance of the software, the need to establish a system for monitoring the software's performance in the field, and the need to establish a system for reporting adverse events.

These regulations and standards are constantly evolving as the technology advances and more data is gathered on its real-world use and impact.

In addition to these standards and regulations, there are also professional organizations such as the American College of Radiology (ACR) and Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) that have developed guidelines and best practices for the use of AI specifically in the field of radiology. These guidelines cover topics such as the validation and testing of AI algorithms, the use of AI in clinical decision-making, and the ethical and legal implications of AI in radiology.
Some of the key recommendations from the ACR and RSNA include:

- **Validation**: AI algorithms should be validated using appropriate methods, such as independent testing and prospective clinical studies, to ensure that they are accurate and reliable.

- **Transparency**: AI algorithms should be transparent, meaning that their performance characteristics and the reasoning behind their decisions should be clearly understood and explainable by the users.

- **Clinical integration**: AI algorithms should be integrated into clinical workflows in a way that enhances the radiologist's ability to make accurate diagnoses, rather than replacing the radiologist.

- **Quality assurance**: There should be a system in place to monitor the performance of AI algorithms in the clinical setting, and to identify and address any issues that arise.

- **Patient safety**: The use of AI algorithms should not compromise patient safety in any way.

- **Data governance**: The data used to train and validate AI algorithms should be of high quality and appropriately collected and secured, and should be compliant with relevant laws and regulations.

- **Education and training**: Radiologists and other healthcare professionals should be educated and trained on the use of AI in radiology, including the limitations and potential pitfalls of the technology, in order to ensure that they are able to use it safely and effectively.

- **Ethical considerations**: The use of AI in radiology raises a number of ethical considerations, such as issues related to bias, privacy, and autonomy. These considerations should be taken into account when developing and using AI algorithms.

- **Collaboration**: The development and implementation of AI algorithms in radiology should involve collaboration between radiologists, computer scientists, engineers, and other relevant experts in order to ensure that the technology is safe, effective, and appropriate for its intended use.

- **Clear communication**: Clear communication between radiologists, patients, and other healthcare professionals is crucial to ensure that everyone understands the role of AI in the diagnostic process and any limitations or potential errors.
To the contrary, there are no specific regulations pertaining to the use of artificial intelligence in veterinary medicine. The field of AI in veterinary medicine is still emerging, and regulatory frameworks should be fully developed and implemented to protect the radiologist, the veterinarian and animal welfare, with the involvement of regulators, professional bodies and specialty colleges, such as the ACVR (American College of Veterinary Radiology) and ECVDI (European College of Veterinary Diagnostic Imaging).

**Will AI replace radiologists?**

In the field of human radiology, highly regulated tools for very well defined, specific indications have been developed to aid radiological interpretation of images. These tools are collated in a library to aid clinicians in selecting the correct tool for a given indication.\(^\text{10}\)

A study showed clinicians were less comfortable with an AI generated report, whereas a hybrid AI/radiologist report was as accepted as a radiologist’s report.\(^\text{11}\) Recent research also published in the British Medical Journal showed an AI candidate was unlikely to pass the Royal College of Radiologists Examination.\(^\text{12}\)

In a field where demand for radiologists overwhelms supply, leveraging AI to increase the efficiency of radiologists, as opposed to replacing them, is a practical way to increase access to specialist input on diagnostic imaging for more animal patients. Indeed, As Curt Langlotz put it, “Radiologists who use and understand AI will replace radiologists who don’t”.

“Radiologists will not be replaced by AI. Radiologists who use and understand AI will replace radiologists who don’t.”

*Dr. Curt Langlotz, Professor of Radiology and Biomedical Informatics*
Despite the many benefits of AI in both human medical and veterinary radiology, we must be mindful of the potential limitations and concerns to consider. For example, AI algorithms can be affected by image quality and image artifacts, which can impact the accuracy of results. Additionally, there is a risk of over-reliance on AI tools, which could lead to a decrease in critical thinking and clinical judgement. We must also be mindful that automation bias can lead us to give more weight to the judgement of an AI tool over and above human opinion: “It must be right because the computer said so.”

Overall, the use of AI tools in radiology has the potential to significantly improve the diagnostic process, but it is important to use these tools in conjunction with human expertise, rather than as a replacement. Further research and development are needed to optimize AI algorithms and ensure they are used in a safe and effective manner.

---
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Conclusion

Al is now part of everyday life, impacting us in ways we are not even fully cognizant of. This increasingly complex non-human ‘brain’ brings an expansive resource that interprets the data it is provided with through a completely different algorithmic lens, beyond the bounds of our own physiological neural network functioning and capabilities. For centuries, the phrase; ‘Two heads are better than one’ has acknowledged the increased problem solving capacity and wider perspective. However, it’s also been said ‘Ask two doctors and get two opinions.’ So who has the final say - man or machine?

The true power of AI lies in augmenting human understanding and freeing up more of our human resource for those social and relational duties that AI is unlikely to replace. Rather than concerning ourselves with skills loss or being replaced by machines, the profession will have to figure out how to live with AI ‘colleagues’ and integrate them into working life. Where AI may excel at the science of veterinary medicine, humans are key to applying knowledge in the emotive clinical setting - the ‘art’ of being a veterinarian is unlikely to ever be fully replaced by machines.

To empower the profession to apply the outputs of AI technology confidently and correctly, we need to provide our veterinary community with the background understanding of how AI tools are developed, in the same way we study cellular biochemistry in order to be able to understand the impact of medications on whole body systems. We need to apply informed questioning and critical thinking skills to spot errors and biases, in addition to upskilling in the use of AI tools themselves.

From the data it is fed during development, to the questions asked, to the mechanics of the algorithm and its ability to self-learn, to ongoing quality improvement and especially what the outputs can and cannot tell us and when it may be errant, AI must be considered another medical discipline in its own right. We need safeguards to manage risks through regulation and/or the application of robust standards, such as those recommended by the MHRA for software and AI as a medical device, including best practices for ML in medical devices.
The veterinary profession could look to the examples of other professional bodies that have in place proactive plans to stimulate strategic discussion and inform their members. (See text box)

**Example; U.K. Chartered Institute for Public Relations recommendations on AI include:**

1. AI and the fundamental structural change it will bring needs to become a part of a strategic conversation in the profession. The profession is re-shaping and this needs to be by design, not by default by mapping a way forwards.

2. That a pathways map is developed which plots the options that practitioners can take to secure various levels of competency in the strategic and tactical uses and governance of AI and Big Data.

3. That guides and resources on AI and Big Data are updated, made widely available to all members and publicised so that there is a basic, membership-wide understanding of what these concepts and technologies entail, their benefits, pitfalls and common uses.

4. That there are a number of focused events/initiatives driven centrally and via the regional groups to educate and inform members systematically on the topics mentioned above.

5. That becoming a knowledgeable and competent practitioner in AI is prioritized.

There is no doubt we AI can provide many solutions to improve the veterinary profession, to help ease workforce pressures, optimize care for animals, improve welfare and make pet and livestock ownership more sustainable. However, it is beholden on us as a profession to take ownership of this field with proactive and pre-emptive regulation. We do not want to find ourselves in a similar position to global governments attempting to regulate the unforeseen fallout from AI algorithms developed for social media platforms after the fact.

We need to safeguard data privacy and in a profession that often suffers from paucity of evidence base, share data in a way that ensures algorithms are truly representative. We need to educate from students to experienced veterinarians and technicians, to give a solid foundation of understanding from which to assess AI tools and deploy them appropriately. We need to ensure transparency and quality assurance, providing clear guidance as to the utility and limitations of each AI tool.

To make AI work for the veterinary industry we need to foster trust and confidence in this technology through education and the application of reliable guardrails. Only then can we embrace the potential advances it offers to ensuring the health and advancement of all aspects of veterinary medicine and practice and the people and animals we serve.

---


The human authors would like to thank their AI co-author, Open AI’s ChatGPT, for its input into writing this white paper. While the initial premise was to turnaround a comprehensive, varied, largely accurate white paper in record time thanks to the use of this readily available tool, the reality was far from hope or expectation.

You may have wondered about the varying background throughout this paper. This is a colour-coding to indicate which copy is written solely by GPT (light turquoise background), edited and co-authored by humans (light red background), or written entirely by human authors (no background).

The artificial author:
Initially, GPT version 3 was used as a free access application following its global launch November 30, 2022, which became limiting due to the exponential increase in user numbers resulting in inaccessibility for large portions of the day. An upgrade to the paid version, GPT-4 greatly improved the reliability and speed.

When asked about the methodology of creating articles within ChatGPT, it responded:

ChatGPT is a language model that uses machine learning techniques to generate text. The process of creating an article using ChatGPT involves feeding the model a prompt, which is a short piece of text that serves as a starting point for the article. The prompt can be a simple question or topic, or it can be a more complex set of instructions.

Once the model has the prompt, it uses its knowledge of the language and its ability to generate text to create a response. This response can be edited and refined by a human, who can make sure that the text is clear, accurate, and appropriate for the intended audience.

The model can also be fine-tuned to generate content that is specific to a certain topic or style, by training it on a dataset specific to that topic.

It’s important to note that the quality of the generated article may vary depending on the prompt, the fine-tuning, and the editing.
The tool was interrogated with questions such as, ‘Write a history of AI in veterinary medicine’, which it summarily produced in a matter of seconds. However, language was repetitive and unimaginative, though it was nicely organised as articles with an introduction, body text with summaries and bullet points and a conclusion.

Digging a little deeper, when asked about how it constructs sentences, it wrote:

I generate responses using a machine learning model called GPT-4, which stands for “Generative Pretrained Transformer 4”. Here’s a simplified explanation of how the model generates sentences:

1. **Tokenization:** First, the input text (like the sentence you’ve just typed) is broken down into smaller pieces called tokens. These can be as short as one character or as long as one word (e.g., “a” or “apple”).

2. **Context understanding:** The model has been trained on a diverse range of internet text, so it tries to predict what comes next in a sentence by understanding the context based on these tokens. It’s important to note that GPT-4 doesn’t “understand” text in the human sense, but instead recognizes patterns in the data it was trained on.

3. **Predicting the next token:** The model generates a response by predicting one token at a time. Starting from the initial input (the prompt), it calculates the probability of all possible next tokens, and then selects one based on those probabilities.

4. **Continuation:** The selected token is added to the sequence, and this process is repeated until a maximum length is reached, or an end-of-sentence token is generated.

5. **Fine-tuning:** The model’s responses can be fine-tuned for specific tasks. For example, in the case of ChatGPT, additional training is done in a dialogue format to make the model better at conversational interactions.

It’s important to note that while GPT-4 can generate coherent and contextually appropriate responses, it doesn’t “know” or “understand” the information in the way humans do. It’s simply predicting the next token based on patterns it observed during its training.

Lastly, the model does not store personal data from the questions it is asked. Each conversation does not have a memory and doesn’t know who users are. It’s designed this way to prioritize user privacy and data security.
The artificial ‘human’ element:
It has been widely publicised that ChatGPT can mimic human creativity in the form of poetry, song writing, and even taking on the persona of an individual human. In an effort to bring more variety to one of our article queries, we asked ChatGPT to rewrite a history of AI in veterinary medicine, this time including more humor:

Sure thing! Here’s a more lighthearted take on the history of AI in veterinary medicine:

“The history of AI in veterinary medicine is shorter than a chihuahua’s attention span, but it’s still packed with some pretty impressive feats. Way back in the day, we had expert systems, which were basically like having a wise old vet in a computer. These systems helped diagnose and treat a variety of animal diseases, but let’s be real, they were about as exciting as a root canal.

Fast forward to more recent times, and we’ve got machine learning algorithms being used left, right and center. These algorithms can be trained on large sets of data to make predictions and diagnose diseases, which is pretty cool, but honestly, it’s about as thrilling as watching paint dry.

But things are starting to get interesting with the use of robotic systems for surgery and other procedures. These systems can be programmed to perform precise and repetitive movements, which can be beneficial in complex procedures such as joint replacements. It’s like having a robot vet assistant, and that’s pretty darn cool if you ask me!

So, while the use of AI in veterinary medicine is still in its infancy, it’s got the potential to revolutionize the field and improve the health of animals, and that’s no laughing matter.”

Please note that the above is written with a humorous tone and not meant to belittle the importance of the topic or the advancements in the field.

It’s interesting to note this penultimate sentence, where AI goes on to champion its own importance, despite the lighthearted nature of the article.
Error-ridden AI and human editing

However, it became apparent that in some cases, entire blocks of text were simply incorrect, or a mixture of truth and error. A particular bugbear was the falsified ‘scientific references’, which were constructed in an entirely believable manner with appropriate titles, journal selection and even authors, yet simply did not exist.

For example, when asked for a reference in regard to AI helping optimize equine nutrition, the platform generated the following:


However believable it may appear, this is an entirely fabricated reference. The author, journal, issue number and date are real. However, page 63 is of the issue in in fact:

This fabrication occurs as GPT generates tokens from text data found in the context of AI, veterinary medical journals and the names of key opinion leaders, and strings them together in a probable context that is both entirely made up and highly plausible. This highlights the vital need for human sense and reality checking, certainly until ChatGPT can live cross-reference itself to determine against ground truth.

**Learning together**

While every question and feedback score submitted by a human is then used to further train and refine the chat tool, the human operator is also being trained in how to best use the tool to extract information requested in the desired format. As ever, the highly resourceful cohort of students have been trailblazers in adopting machine learning tools to write essays and complete assignments. In an effort to stop students using such shortcuts, AI-checking software was used by teachers to check authenticity and highlight the probability of submitted work having been written by AI. The natural progression of this war of attrition is that students are now requesting that human-like errors are introduced into the copy to fool the AI-checking tools into thinking the AI generated text is human.

**Misinformation and data (Ab)use**

There is also the concern that data submitted to inform the tool when writing its responses can be consumed into the knowledge base and be used repeatedly across the entire user base. Extreme caution must therefore be taken when providing ChatGPT with any sensitive or confidential information, especially where sharing permissions are lacking. AI chatbots have been used to generate misinformation campaigns, even mimicking authoritarian governments.

**Summary**

While GPT-4 proved a useful co-author for some sections of text, the majority of this paper required heavy editing or completely rewritten to include variety, nuance and accuracy, and remove falsified and incorrect information. The greatest utility was in providing a framework and food for thought to begin constructing the paper. It is often easier to correct existing work rather than start writing from scratch, and the speed of generation of text was impressive and inordinately time-saving. Whether the article would have been richer or even quicker to generate in the absence of our artificial co-authors we will never know, but one thing is guaranteed - it would certainly be different.
When asked to write a biography about itself, GPT-4 began constructing a thorough tome, complete with chapters. While it cannot be said this indicates the possession of an ego, here is the more concise version subsequently requested:

“ChatGPT, a conversational AI developed by OpenAI, was trained using the GPT-4 architecture. Launched in 2021, it leverages machine learning to generate human-like text based on the input it receives. It was created using a diverse range of internet text for its training, enabling it to provide information and engage in dialogues on a wide array of topics. Despite being an artificial intelligence, it simulates human conversation and adapts its responses based on the conversation’s context. With the ability to write in multiple languages, styles, and tones, it serves as a versatile tool for a variety of applications. However, it doesn’t possess personal experiences or beliefs, as it doesn’t have consciousness or self-awareness. Continually evolving, ChatGPT’s ultimate aim is to enhance human productivity and understanding through responsible AI use.”
Dr Julien Labruyère, DVM, CertVDI, DipECVDI, MBA, MRCVS, Chief Innovation Officer, VetCT

After graduating as a DVM, Julien Labruyère completed an internship and residency to become a board-certified veterinary radiologist, spending much of his clinical time working with MRI. In 2010, he became Associate Professor and Head of Unit of Diagnostic Imaging at the Veterinary school of Maisons-Alfort (France). Julien also completed an Executive Master of Business Administration (MBA) at the University of Cambridge. He is a company owner and co-founder of VetCT.

Julien has published in several areas of diagnostic imaging, and in 2023 presented an proof-of-concept abstract on the use of AI in body area mapping for CT scans.

Dr Tim Davison, B Math, PhD, Chief Technology Officer, VetCT

As a passionate leader in the medical device products and services industry, Tim has over 20 years of experience in the development and application of machine learning and artificial intelligence solutions, as well as a strong background in software product development and the delivery of regulated medical devices.

In previous roles as a senior leader in medical device, pharmaceutical, and in vitro diagnostic companies, Tim has managed multidisciplinary, global teams with a focus on operational optimization and the development of innovative diagnostic products and services.

Tim holds a PhD in Medical Biophysics from the University of Toronto and a bachelor’s degree in Applied Mathematics from the University of Waterloo.

Dr Liz Barton, MA, VetMB, MRCVS, MCIPR, Head of Communications, VetCT

Liz had a varied clinical career from mixed practice to a small animal internship, emergency critical care and shelter medicine. She diversified through creating veterinary support team initiatives, including WellVet and Vet Mums, and writing and presenting articles and hosting discussions on a variety of topics. This led to developing marketing and communications skills and the role at VetCT.

Liz is infinitely curious about topics that impact the working life of veterinary teams, animal health and welfare and veterinary industry. She loves nothing more than taking a deep dive into challenging topics to create solutions that enable and support veterinary teams.